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1. Purpose
This document details the procedures for the delivery, receipt and accounting for firewood timber
sold by VicForests, from its contractors’ harvesting operations.
This code should be read in conjunction with the Utilisation Procedures and the Code of Procedure
for Log Buyers - Log Specifications.

2. Background
VicForests makes timber products available to firewood log Buyers from harvesting operations from
across eastern Victoria. This procedure outlines and defines the applicable procedures that
VicForests implements in the delivery, receipt and accounting for firewood logs sold to log Buyers
from these operations. VicForests uses a number of points of sale options to sell firewood including:
 Delivered sales - delivered to Buyer’s site;
 On-Truck sales - Buyer arranges their own haulage from the coupe;
 Residue sales - in-coupe residues recovered following harvesting, and
 Stumpage sales – the Buyer fells trees.
VicForests will review this procedure periodically to ensure that amendments take into consideration
firewood log Buyers procedural requirements.

3. Scope
This procedure is applicable to the delivery, receipt and accounting for firewood log timber sold by
VicForests from its harvesting operations.
The following activities are out of scope:
 firewood timber sold in Western Victoria
 coupe residue recovery
 stumpage operations including in-forest processing (ie firewood removed from the forest in
billets or cut-to-length).

4. References




VicForests Instruction: Code of Procedure for Log Buyers – Log Specifications
Utilisation Procedures For all commercial harvesting and haulage managed by VicForests
Log Haulage Manual: Techniques for loading, driving and unloading trucks (2014)
ForestWorks Industry Skills Council

5. Definitions
Firewood

means timber that has been cut in short lengths and, depending on tree diameter,
split in readiness for sale to the end consumer
Firewood log means timber that meets the specification for firewood logs set out in Table 1
GMT
Green Metric Tonne
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6. Firewood Grade Log Specifications
Firewood may be specified as green or dry product.
The standard specification for firewood log timber is provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Firewood Log Specification
Parameter

Specification

Minimum small end diameter under bark
Maximum large end diameter under bark
Minimum number of defective quarters

10 cm
Logs over 80 cm must be split
4

Pipe defect

A minimum depth of 10 cm of solid wood,
measured from the pipe to the outside of the log

Minimum log length (for purposes of
haulage)
Maximum log length
Loose gum veins, pockets or shakes
Tight gum veins greater than 3 mm
Tight gum veins less than 3 mm
Stain
Sloping grain
Sweep
Species

2.7 m
13 m or less
Unlimited
Unlimited
Unlimited
Unlimited
1:8
No pronounced bends or sharp sweep
As per table in Attachment 1

Variations to the above specification may be negotiated by VicForests. For example, VicForests
may sell firewood timber that does not meet the above specification in that, due to short length or
some other reason, it is not suitable to be loaded onto a conventional log truck.

7. Minimum Requirements for haulage and delivery
Buyers must meet the minimum requirements described in this section to be able to purchase
firewood logs. VicForests reserves the right to inspect all sites, equipment and systems and will
refuse supply to potential Buyers who cannot comply with the standards.
Terms and conditions of sale will be referenced fully in the contract of sale, but will include, amongst
other things, a right of access for VicForests’ staff or representatives to enter delivery sites for
purposes relating to timber sold to the Buyer. VicForests will provide the Buyer with reasonable
notice of its intention to enter the Delivery Sites and will comply with the Buyer’s reasonable
directions when they are at the Delivery Sites.

7.1. Delivered Sales Requirements
In relation to safety and delivery of logs to the Buyer’s site, VicForests’ Timber Sale Agreement for
delivered sales states the following:
 Delivery of Timber will be effected and all risk relating to Timber supplied by VicForests
passes to the Buyer at the time the haulage truck passes the entrance gate or boundary of
the Delivery Site and before the Timber is unloaded; and
 The Buyer shall at its cost and risk carry out all unloading operations and provide all
necessary management, personnel and unloading facilities and equipment to enable safe
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and efficient unloading of Timber in accordance with the Occupational Health and Safety Act
2004 and relevant regulations.
VicForests’ delivered sale Agreement also requires that:
 VicForests shall deliver Timber to the Delivery Sites within the Delivery Hours in accordance
with the Operational Plan and the Buyer shall accept the Timber so delivered;
 The Buyer shall at its cost provide Timber stockpiling facilities at each Delivery Site that in
aggregate are of a sufficient size to store up to 30% of the Annual Timber Intake;
 If the Buyer fails to unload a truck delivering Timber during Delivery Hours within 30 minutes
(the Delay) from the time at which the truck is ready for unloading in the designated loading
area at a Delivery Site, VicForests may impose a Waiting -Time Charge directly against the
Buyer, except where the Delay is caused by VicForests or where the Buyer has notified
VicForests prior to the truck arriving at the Delivery sites that a Delay will occur because of
an event of Force Majeure affecting the Buyer.
Additional operational requirements to address the safety of delivery and unloading include (but are
not exclusively limited to):
 An OHS management system that complies with AS/NZS 4801 is highly recommended; if not
available, progress towards this standard should be demonstrated;
 The unloading area is to be level and stable, with clear separation of pedestrian and
vehicular traffic;
 Plant and equipment are to be in good working order to undertake unloading of logs and
must comply with the OH&S Act 2004 and be operated in accordance with the OH&S
Regulations 2017;
 Records of plant maintenance for previous six months are to be available for inspection;
 Operators must be accredited to operate loaders, with accreditation available on request;
 Hard hat, high visibility vest and steel capped boots must be worn at all times on the work
site, when not in vehicles or plant;
 Machinery must safely lift all logs over the stanchions. Stanchions will not be removed. Logs
cannot be rolled off the side of a truck nor can they be pulled off the rear of the truck.

7.2. On-Truck Sales Requirements
An On-Truck sale is where VicForests sells logs to a Buyer loaded onto a truck on a landing in the
forest. In this situation, the log Buyer is responsible for engaging haulage services. In relation to the
haulage services (Services), the log Buyer must ensure it and any Service provider it may engage
meet all the following requirements.
All workers must:
 be competent;
 be capable of performing the Services including the use of all equipment as necessary in a
safe manner and not be affected by alcohol or any drug whilst performing the Services;
 have the necessary qualifications and accreditation to carry out the Services, including the
use of all equipment as necessary;
 have had all matters necessary for the safe operation of any equipment explained to them
and have demonstrated their understanding through completion of appropriate training
programs;
 be aware of, understand and comply with the safety management system for the work;
 co-operate in all ways with the harvest contractor when on the coupe, with VicForests and/or
with WorkSafe in relation to safety, incidents and work conditions generally;
 co-operate with any safety audit and implement or assist in implementing any suggested
improvements to practices and/or the safety management system;
 document and report any incidents (whether or not an injury occurs as a result of the
incident), including "near misses", lost time, and subsequent corrective action on a monthly
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basis;
report any serious incidents to the Log Buyer directly (which include rollover of plant or
equipment; any event resulting in lost time injury or any event which could reasonably have
resulted in a lost time injury):
(i) immediately if the serious incident results in death or serious injury
(Notifiable Incident); or
(ii) within 24 hours in the case of any other serious incident;
(If you have any concerns about what type of incidents are Notifiable Incidents or serious
incidents you may call WorkSafe); and
where a Notifiable Incident has occurred, ensure the site is not disturbed until an inspector
from the Victorian WorkCover Authority has arrived or has directed that the site may be
disturbed, unless the site needs to be disturbed for the purposes of:

protecting the health and safety of a person;

aiding an injured person; or

taking essential action to make the site safe or prevent an incident occurring.

All equipment used in providing the Services must:

be fit for its intended purpose;

be safe, in good operating condition and have been properly serviced and maintained in
accordance with recognised maintenance standards (for example, the manufacturer’s
handbook);

have load restraint systems compliant with:
(A) AS/NZS 4344:2001 Motor vehicles – Cargo restraint systems – Transport
chain and components; or
(B) AS/NZS 4380: 2001 Motor vehicles – Cargo restraint systems – Transport
webbing and components;

have load weighing systems to allow load measurement to an accuracy of +/- 200kg and
which can be read remotely from the designated safe area for truck drivers during loading
operations;

have central tyre inflation on prime mover drive axle;

have rear cab guards;

have rear spot lights;

have air bag suspension or equivalent on new trailers;

have mudguards;

have electronic braking system (EBS) which must be fitted to trailers of single and B-double
configurations;

have hand held UHF radio for use by driver;

have a current (less than 12 months old) roadworthy certificate for all trucks and trailers
(alternatively, must have documentation less than 12 months old proving compliance with a
Maintenance Management System accredited under the National Heavy Vehicle
Accreditation Scheme);

comply with all relevant Australian standards and where there is no relevant Australian
standard any applicable International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) standard and
all laws;

have been notified to VicForests. VicForests must be advised of any new equipment,
including its compliance to the requirements above and registration details (for both truck
and trailer), the gross legal mass and tare weight, if applicable; and

have its safety features upgraded if required in accordance with any instructions.
Log Buyers and any Service provider it may engage, must fully comply with the Road Safety Act and
Heavy Vehicle National Law (Victoria) and, in particular, Part 10 of the Road Safety Act and
Chapters 5, 6 and 13 of the Heavy Vehicle National Law (Victoria). Drivers must maintain written
records for all journeys (including journeys within a 100km radius of the driver’s home base) which
include all start times, break times, finish times and total driving hours.
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8. Weight measurement and bringing logs to account
All firewood logs will be sold by weight.

8.1. Load Measurement
VicForests sells various products by weight. A certified weighbridge is the required method of
determining weight for large scale sales, and the preferred method for smaller scale sales. For
firewood log sales, truck scales will often be the primary means of determining the weight of the
load.
Section 15 of the Utilisation Procedures (Version 8, or as amended from time to time), outlines
requirements relevant to product measurement. In the case of On-Truck sales, these requirements
are binding on the log Buyer who is responsible for haulage.
If required, the conversion factors used to convert weight and volume will be VicForests’ standard
conversions (Attachment 8).

8.2. Log Docket Management
VicForests’ primary log docket management system for capturing load information is via electronic
handheld units. In the event that the primary system is unavailable eg due to failure of the handheld
device or printer, then a paper log docket is to be completed.
Sections 8.1.1 to 8.1.4 set out the procedure for managing dockets for Delivered sales. For OnTruck sales, the same procedures apply but the Buyer’s truck driver, as an authorised agent of the
Buyer, will be required to acknowledge receipt of the load by signing the log docket (electronic or
paper docket).
8.2.1. Electronic Dockets (Primary System) - Weighbridge
Type of Docket



Electronic Docket (Re. Attachment 3).

Receipt



The electronic docket is scanned at the weighbridge.



The electronic docket number incorporates the job number and
docket.



The truck driver retains the docket.

Buyer Copy



Where required by a sales contract a second copy of the electronic
docket will be printed and provided to the Buyer.

Return of Log
Dockets



Unless otherwise agreed, the Buyer is not responsible for the return
of any other copies of log dockets to VicForests or its contractors.
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8.2.2. Electronic Dockets (Primary System) – No weighbridge
Type of Docket



Electronic docket (Re. Attachment 3).

Receipt



Buyers are required to sign at the bottom of the electronic docket
print out.



The electronic docket number incorporates the job number and
docket.



The haulage Contractor retains this copy.

Buyer Copy



VicForests will provide a copy of the electronic print out to the Buyer.

Return of Log
Dockets



Unless otherwise agreed, the Buyer is not responsible for the return
of any other copies of log dockets to VicForests or its contractors.

8.2.3. Secondary System - Weighbridge
Type of Docket



Pre-printed barcode (E-Docket) (Re. Attachment 5).

Receipt



The docket is scanned at the weighbridge.



The docket number incorporates the job number and docket.



Copy is provided to the Buyer.



Details are captured electronically at the weighbridge.



Unless otherwise agreed, the Buyer is not responsible for the return
of any other copies of log dockets to VicForests or its contractors.

Buyer Copy
Return of Log
Dockets

8.2.4. Secondary System – No Weighbridge
Type of Docket



Carbonised paper log dockets issued by VicForests (Re. Attachment
4).

Receipt



Buyers are required to sign to acknowledge receipt of delivery by
signing at the designated place on the log docket.



In the event that the Buyer is unable to acknowledge receipt at the
time of delivery the following will occur:
-

Truck driver will complete date and time delivered and writes
“Unattended” in the customer signature space.

-

Truck driver to leave customer copy in a secure location.

Buyer Copy



VicForests will provide a Pink copy of each log docket delivered to
the delivery site of the Buyer.

Return of Log
Dockets



Unless otherwise agreed, the Buyer is not responsible for the return
of any other copies of log dockets to VicForests or its contractors.
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9. Off Specification Timber – Delivered Sales
In accordance with the terms and conditions of Timber Sales Agreements, the Buyer may notify
VicForests within 15 days of the date of delivery of logs to a Delivery Site of logs that the Buyer
believes are Off Specification. This includes notification where log dockets are incomplete. Such
notification by the Buyer is referred to as the Buyer’s Notification.
Buyers
Notification

The Buyer’s Off Specification Notification form is provided in Attachment 6.
The Buyer must fully complete all relevant sections of the form, and the
form must be lodged with the nominated Quality for each Buyer.

Log Storage

A log, to which the Buyer’s Notification relates, must be stored and cared
for in a manner consistent with standard industry practices for a log of that
type.
The log must be stored and cared for, and until a VicForests’ inspection is
carried out and an Election to Reject, an Election to Retain, or a Notice of
Removal is issued. Failure to store and care for logs in such a manner may
result in the logs being unable to be regraded, and will be automatically
deemed part of the Annual Timber Intake.

Inspections &
Regrading

VicForests shall inspect and regrade the logs to which the Buyer’s
Notification relates within 15 days of its receipt of the Buyer’s Notification.
The logs shall be removed by the Buyer from any storage stack and laid out
so that the entire log may be viewed in a safe fashion.
VicForests assessment will be documented on a Log Feedback Docket, a
copy of which will be provided to the Buyer, see Attachment 7.

Election to
Reject

Should a Buyer elect to reject any agreed Off Specification log, VicForests,
at its own cost, must ensure that the log is removed from the Delivery Site
as soon as practicable after the Buyer reloads.
The Buyer may invoice VicForests for the cost of reloading in accordance
with the current Reloading Charge.

Notice of
Removal from
VicForests

Should VicForests give written notice to the Buyer electing to remove the
Off Specification logs from the delivery site to which it was delivered,
VicForests shall do so within 10 days of such notice.
The Buyer may invoice VicForests for the cost of re-loading in accordance
with the Re-loading Charge.
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Attachment 1 - Firewood Species and Grade Codes
Botanical name

Common name/Species Code

Ash Species Firewood

AS

Eucalyptus delegatensis

Alpine Ash

Eucalyptus nitens

Shining Gum

Eucalyptus regnans

Mountain Ash

Mixed Species Firewood

MS

Eucalyptus agglomerata

Blue Stringybark

Eucalyptus baxteri

Brown Stringybark

Eucalyptus bicostata

Blue Gum

Eucalyptus botryoides

Southern Mahogany

Eucalyptus bridgesiana

Apple Box

Eucalyptus consideniana

Yertchuk

Eucalyptus croajingolensis

Gippsland Peppermint

Eucalyptus cypellocarpa

Mountain Grey Gum

Eucalyptus dalrympleana

Mountain Gum

Eucalyptus denticulata

Errinundra Shining Gum

Eucalyptus dives

Broad-leaved Peppermint

Eucalyptus elata

River Peppermint

Eucalyptus fastigata

Cuttail

Eucalyptus globoidea

White Stringybark

Eucalyptus macrorhyncha

Red Stringybark

Eucalyptus mannifera

Brittle Gum

Eucalyptus muelleriana

Yellow Stringybark

Eucalyptus obliqua

Messmate

Eucalyptus pseudoglobulus

Gippsland Blue Gum

Eucalyptus radiata

Narrow-leaved Peppermint

Eucalyptus rubida

Candlebark Gum

Eucalyptus sieberi

Silvertop

Eucalyptus smithii

Gully Gum

Eucalyptus viminalis

Manna Gum

Eucalyptus tricarpa/ sideroxylon

Red Ironbark

Eucalyptus polyanthemos

Red Box

Eucalyptus bosistoana

Gippsland Grey Box

Eucalyptus goniocalyx

Long leaf box

Eucalyptus microcarpa

Grey Box
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Attachment 2 – Firewood Grade Codes
Species Group

Dry Firewood

Green Firewood

Ash

AS-F

AS-G

Mixed Species

MS-F

MS-G
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Attachment 3 – Electronic Docket
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Attachment 4 – Firewood Docket (Secondary System)
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Attachment 5 – Firewood Printed Barcode
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Attachment 6 – Off Specification Notification Form
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Attachment 7 – Log Feedback Docket
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Attachment 8 – Weight to volume Conversion Factors
Conversion Factors for green timber sold directly from the forest in log form:
Supply Zone

Species Group

From

To

Conversion

All

Ash

t

m3

0.9709

BM, CG, CT, DD, NE FMAs

Mixed

t

m3

0.8929

East Gippsland Region (EG, TB
FMAs)

Mixed

t

m3

0.87

All

Ash & Mixed species
thinnings

t

m3

0.84

* Note when converting pricing from $/t to $/m3, divide $/t by the “conversion”. Some exceptions may apply.
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